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“Two minds in close proximity making eye contact in a give and take exchange of ideas, 

each fully aware of the other and able to see when the exchange is going badly or going well, 

strikes me as a wonderful learning situation” (Zophy 267). The Internet emerged in 1992 with 

challenges and opportunities, shifting the life and limitations of scholarship. Seventy-three 

percent of people in the United States have access to the World Wide Web. Accordingly, 

collegians, professors, and over eighty-one percent of higher education’s institutions are using 

the newest way to achieve erudition--the so-called online classroom. Although asynchronous 

electronic learning is growing faster than any other educational sector, I will argue that while 

online dissemination of knowledge is possible, this technological revolution should not extend to 

courses that are completely online because of inaccurate assumptions and problems with 

accessibility, honesty, and true scholarship (Conhaim 37; Moskal 26, 29; Peltz).  

Education in face-to-face settings has more to offer and will, ultimately, mean more and 

last longer for everyone; such education will generate degrees that bring more respect. The 

University does not have its revered reputation as the institution of higher learning without 

cause. In the end, education instills the body of beliefs and values of any given culture to the next 

generation. What kind of message shall our culture leave? My argument in reference to 

educational methodologies has developed and changed with three years of research, my having 

been the Transitional Education and Learning Frameworks Teaching Assistant at Brazosport 
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College, and my having taken eight online classes and twenty-two face-to-face classes. In this 

essay online learning (and its synonyms, such as electronic courses) refers to taking college 

credit courses completely on the Internet taught by college or university instructors who are 

associated with non-profit, accredited colleges. Some of my arguments apply to for-profit online 

colleges, but they are not my focus as they have additional issues of concern.  

In our culture, non-traditional pupils argue that they have busy schedules, with numerous 

family and career responsibilities. Geography may also create similar constraints. These students 

say electronic courses enable them to enroll and earn degrees. This creates a connotation carried 

into society that college enrollment is increasing, but as Dr. Jonathan Zophy, Professor of 

European History, points out, overall enrollment in college classes has not been increasing (267-

69). Before students had the privilege of learning on the computer, they still found ways to 

obtain an education either by moving or commuting.  

“Every space becomes a learning space,” even cafes and bookstores, with the growing 

availability of high-speed Internet and free wireless connections, but in my opinion, this is not 

necessarily conducive to studying effectively (Walker). According to Dr. Lynda Villanueva, 

Director of Transitional Education and Associate Professor of Psychology and Education, 

learners should study in the same place each session, ideally in quiet situations. She also says, 

“Education must be a top priority most of the time” if collegians are going to succeed. Students 

outside traditional classrooms typically lack much of the supportive motivation and personal eye-

to-eye contact that makes education a top priority. Many believe classrooms are the best place 

for professors to continue their role as “facilitators of learning” (Simmons, Jones, and Silver 50).  

While it is accurate to say that in the hyperreality of the Internet students encounter vast 

diversity--due to social and geographical differences having been overcome by electronic 
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classrooms--in opinions and interpretations, typical university classrooms provide the same 

diversity in an improved situation (Gomory 524-27; Li and Akins 52-3; Peltz).  

Traditional institutions of education have become more sensitive to the importance of 

equal rights and equal access for everyone; such accessibility does not yet extend to online 

educational platforms. “Individuals with visual, motor, or learning disabilities constantly 

encounter the challenging predicament of attempting to use computer files, software [programs], 

and Websites that are not accessible. Any consumer of distance education…should be aware of 

accessibility issues” (Hoffman et. al. 171). Wesley Scruggs, Professor of Computer Technology, 

has recently ceased updating his webpage because tools enabling fair access are not readily 

available. Print cannot be enlarged with many designs, nor can print be read by an audio 

program. Platform designers have, in most cases, not responded to these issues or made 

significant improvements.  

Electronic learning’s rigid presentation inhibits practicing different ways to learn and 

grow. It is worse for students with learning differences. The “average” docile students find the 

rigid presentations tolerable, but unbeknownst to them, their education is suffering. In time-

honored live classrooms, collegians typically encounter professors and peers who are more 

flexible and more than willing to assist such that different modes of learning and success are fair 

options.  

Besides the familiar apprehension of Web classes and their discriminatory natures, 

accessibility issues also become problems when, not if, computer equipment fails. Internet 

course designs do not allow professors to fix problems easily or quickly and may frequently 

require technical support (Li and Akins 52). In regular classrooms, the eraser provides significant 

support for the chalkboard. With one computer glitch, professors can lose valuable course 
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materials, such as a lecture or a student’s work. Commonly, students and professors can lose 

hours of scholarship when course software, open more than an unknown preset time, closes by 

itself without retaining their work. Routine maintenance also interferes with such classes as it 

causes server unavailability. In reality, online learning has obstacles it claims to defeat.  

Programmers who design computerized learning environments are not the only ones who 

have questionable integrity; academic integrity has an entirely new set of challenges with 

contemporary distance education for students, instructors, and administrators. A primary concern 

in the area of integrity for Internet classes is the absence of a face with a name. Pupils do not 

have as many ethical checks if professors never see their eyes. For miscreants who take online 

quizzes, cheating is almost effortless. Sasha Tarrant, Assistant Professor of History, has personal 

experience with this problem. In her history course, half of the class admitted to cheating during 

online open-book quizzes. The offenders either printed copies of quizzes for others, or they gave 

their passwords to students who then took quizzes for them. These problems are rather simple to 

fix--only give assessments in monitored situations.  

Some instructors use questionable practices, too. They collect their paychecks, simply 

letting their online classes run as “independent studies.” If they only give assessments provided 

and graded by computer programs and if they do not provide any lecture or lecture substitute, 

this inquiry of honor is especially possible. As everything is computerized, some electronic 

courses may “not even have an instructor” to hold responsible (Maeroff 12). Collegians report 

dissatisfaction with online “instructors who were [dis]organized, did not have clear expectations, 

or were lax in responding to queries” (Anderson 34-6). Instructors choosing to do less work for 

their online classes should receive less pay. On the opposite side, anonymous situations invite 

less respect for professors’ “intellectual properties” (Zophy 269). This concern for intellectual 
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property also applies to students.  

The pressures and rewards of a short-term view cause quality to be neglected in the battle 

of economy versus academia. Even non-profit college administrators may use online 

environments to increase their profitability, decreasing the quality of education provided to their 

“customers” (Straubhaar and LaRose 416-17). Dr. George Ritzer, sociologist, award-winning 

professor, and author, calls this society wide phenomenon “The McDonaldization of Society,” 

meaning quantity is preferred over quality. He continues his argument calling a college that 

adheres to this post-modern phenomenon “McUniversity” (49). Without limitations of space, 

classes can hold thousands of paying names. In addition, colleges can save money on electricity, 

building maintenance, and other operating costs by having fewer students and instructors on 

campus. The fact that intimately taught courses--art, foreign language, music, and speech--are 

taught on the Internet exemplifies this concern; Internet classes are possible and offered in every 

subject. The burgeoning diversification of online study creates a necessity for regulations that 

can parallel the tradition requirements in areas such as pay scales, contact hours, and study time 

(Maeroff 14-5).  

Because of the absence of teachers, reduced workloads on both students and instructors, 

and the dearth of full learning spheres, students, above everything else, quite simply do not learn 

as much when they are in the virtual classroom. Many classes do not have lectures or lecture 

substitutes, but even if there are video or tape recorded lectures, this is not teaching. In the Greek 

tradition a teacher “was not a lecturer or even a scholar, but the servant who walked with the 

pupil to the house of intellect” (Zophy 267). Video or audio lectures also suffer from poor 

quality and the unnaturalness they create for professors who are not trained to act in front of 

cameras (268). Without lectures there is significantly less to study and less on which to focus.  
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Texas law says all instructional methods must be equal in their work load for students 

regardless of instructional method or time frame. Theoretically, this includes substitutions for the 

absence of class time. Nevertheless, Internet classes require substantially less time than their 

superior counterpart. In my experience, only twenty-five percent of electronic classes even have 

a lecture, and this “lecture” is typically much shorter. For example, normal class periods last 

three hours; the online lecture may not even be thirty minutes. Furthermore, classes of this kind 

typically rely on discussion board entries, graded by completion. In an online class I recently 

took, half of a student’s grade was calculated in such a way. 

“[E]lectronic sound-bytes are not substitutes for eye-to-eye human interaction” (267). 

Online classes have a dire absence of tools that, historically, have been vital to education and 

scholarly success. Traditional face-to-face classes provide the best way to learn, psychologically, 

with their increased structures, schedules, and required routines. Traditional classes provide 

interactions where body language is used, and they allow for questions and answers in a natural 

and quick manner. Finally, Ritzer also suggests that online learning and various methods of 

distance education are “dehumanizing,” further contributing to the limitation of already “minimal 

contact between teacher and student” (143). Loneliness common to virtual spheres is all but 

absent in the culture of physical classrooms. A socialized environment with relationship 

networks has its rewards. I would not be a “published” editor, if I had been taking online classes. 

“Our inventions are wont to be pretty toys, which distract our attention from serious things. They 

are but improved means to an unimproved end” (qtd. in Zophy 265). 

Platform delivery tools, such as Blackboard, function by easing “constraint[s] of time and 

space,” but in my opinion, they also create new constraints and negative consequences which 

will devastate education (DeNeui and Dodge 256). It is daunting that it is entirely possible to 
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earn so-called college degrees--bachelors, masters, even doctorates--entirely online, 

verisimilitudinous degrees. Computers most certainty deserve credit for “transforming the way 

learners learn and the way teachers teach,” making vast amounts of information available, but 

appropriate limits must be instilled (256). Recognizing common myths associated with Internet 

learning and concerns involving accessibility, honesty, and efficiency should begin this vital 

process. Caution must be exercised because of the simple fact that there is neither consensus on 

what an electronic course is, nor any standard regulation (256-57). Regardless of opinion, the 

reality must be faced that “[a]lthough online learning has been a part of the educational 

landscape for only a few years,…it is rapidly becoming a major component of higher education” 

(Moskal 29).  

Many argue that regardless of positives and negatives, online education will replace face-

to-face classrooms, but it is equally plausible to surmise that like other learning fads, electronic 

Internet learning will only belong in the history books. The future of collegial and professorial 

participation in learning is somewhat unpredictable as there are always diverging ways to learn 

and live. Nevertheless, at least for now, traditional classrooms, with their real-time interactions, 

should remain the place for formal education as, historically, they have been the key location for 

erudition--a place always open to the magic of face-to-face learning.  
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